PUREGEAR INTRODUCES SLIM SHELL PRO AND DUALTEK PRO
FOR SAMSUNG GALAXY NOTE5 AND S6 EDGE+
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Irwindale, CA – August 13, 2015 - PureGear announces the latest advancements for its two
best-selling cases, Slim Shell and DualTek, in conjunction with Samsung launching the GALAXY S6
edge+ and Note5. Upgraded just in time for these phones’ arrivals, Slim Shell PRO and DualTek PRO
offer premium defense against damage for an affordable price.
In addition to Slim Shell PRO, DualTek PRO and their predecessors, the brand’s all-in-one wallet
case, Express Folio, makes carrying these phones and other essentials lighter than ever. PureGear’s
PureTek Roll-On Screen Shield Kits keep displays crystal clear with Impact Protection, Anti-Fingerprint or Flexible Glass protection – all applied with a fool-proof, three-step process. PureGear Glass,
a premium tempered glass screen shield, is also available for Note5.
While Slim Shell and DualTek are shipping now, users will have both PRO models on September 1st,
and Express Folio shortly after on September 4th.
SLIM SHELL & SLIM SHELL PRO
Slim Shell ($24.99) and Slim Shell PRO ($29.99) are PureGear’s most slender, sleek cases. Combining flexibility and durability, both models protect the new Samsung devices from daily wear and tear
without adding bulk. The new PRO model includes AirTek Suspensions™ which keeps the device in a
layer of floating air while maintaining impact protection. A new front lip offers additional screen protection for any inevitable phone drops, and it also includes fully-functional metal buttons.
Slim Shell PRO is available in four colors for both new Samsung phones (Clear/Clear; Clear/Gray;
Clear/Pink; Clear/Blue). Slim Shell is offered in four colors (Clear/Clear; Clear/Black; Clear/Pink;
Clear/Blue).
DUALTEK & DUALTEK PRO
PureGear’s military tested and approved case gives extreme protection to the new Samsung phones.
Both DualTek ($34.99) and DualTek PRO ($39.99) boast shock absorption, thanks to their durable
layered materials. A front lip on both models adds additional screen protection during drops.

DualTek PRO’s slimmer design and matte finish, however, soften the revamped case’s rugged look.
DualTek PRO will be available in four colors for both new Samsung devices (Black; White; Pink; Blue)
DualTek is available for Note5 in two colors (Matte Black; Arctic White).
EXPRESS FOLIO
Express Folio ($39.99) helps you take advantage of the Samsung Pay app, which will be exclusive to
the two new devices. Made of premium faux leather, the case features three built-in ID or credit card
slots and a magnetic flap that doubles as a kickstand. It’s perfect for traveling light and only carrying
the necessities.
Express Folio is available for both new devices in two colors (Perfectly Black; Naturally Navy).
PURETEK ROLL-ON SCREEN SHIELD KIT
Applying your screen protector has never been easier, thanks to this kit ($24.99 - $39.99) that
includes PureGear’s patented application tray and roller. Simply place the new Samsung device into
the tray and roll on the screen shield of your choice (Impact Protection; Anti-Fingerprint; Flexible
Glass) for a bubble-free application that is perfectly aligned.
PureTek Impact Protection, Anti-fingerprint and Flexible Glass are available for the Note5. PureTek
Impact Protection is offered for S6 edge+.
PureGear Glass ($34.99) adds even higher definition clarity to the Note5’s screen. This tempered
glass screen protector features anti-scratch 9H hardness while maintaining the device’s excellent
touch screen sensitivity. Although it doesn’t include the roll-on kit, it’s still applied with ease.
For more information on PureGear and its full product line, click here. Pure-Gear.com for $34.99.
About PureGear
At PureGear, we believe that wireless technology should simplify your life, not weigh it down. This is why we design reliable mobile device
accessories that complement today’s demanding, on-the-go lifestyles. Our products are designed with added features and benefits that make
sense – for work or play. We’re also committed to providing you with premium quality at an affordable price. After all, we understand that
devices change faster than your kids’ favorite toys, the latest diet fads…possibly even the stock market. With this in mind, it is our goal at
PureGear to simply enrich your everyday mobile life experiences while respecting your wallet and our world.

